ABSTRACT: Repeated encounters with the same event typically lead to decreased activation in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) and dopaminergic midbrain, a phenomenon known as repetition suppression. In contrast, encountering an event that overlaps with prior experience leads to increased response in the same regions. Such increased responding is thought to reflect an associative novelty signal that promotes memory updating to resolve differences between current events and stored memories. Here, we married these ideas to test whether event overlap significantly modulates MTL and midbrain responseseven when events are repeated and expected-to promote memory updating through integration. While undergoing high-resolution functional MRI, participants were repeatedly presented with objects pairs, some of which overlapped with other, intervening pairs and some of which contained elements unique from other pairs. MTL and midbrain regions showed widespread repetition suppression for nonoverlapping pairs containing unique elements; however, the degree of repetition suppression was altered for overlapping pairs. Entorhinal cortex, perirhinal cortex (PRc), midbrain, and PRc-midbrain connectivity showed repetition-related increases across overlapping pairs. Notably, increased PRc activation for overlapping pairs tracked individual differences in the ability to reason about the relationships among pairs-our behavioral measure of memory integration. Within the hippocampus, activation increases across overlapping pairs were unique to CA 1 , consistent with its hypothesized comparator function. These findings demonstrate that event overlap engages MTL and midbrain functions traditionally implicated in novelty processing, even when overlapping events themselves are repeated. Our findings further suggest that the MTL-midbrain response to event overlap may promote integration of new content into existing memories, leading to the formation of relational memory networks that span experiences. Moreover, the results inform theories about the division of labor within MTL, demonstrating that the role of PRc in episodic encoding extends beyond familiarity processing and item-level recognition. V C 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
The regions within the medial temporal lobe (MTL) comprise a memory system specialized in detecting novelty (Tulving et al., 1996; Ranganath and Rainer, 2003) . Repeated presentation of the same stimulus leads to decreased MTL activation, with the degree of repetition suppression predicting successful memory for repeated stimuli (Gonsalves et al., 2005; Rand-Giovannetti et al., 2006; Vannini et al., 2013; Ward et al., 2013) . The presence or absence of repetition suppression effects can indicate whether a current stimulus is treated as the same or different as one encountered previously, thereby providing an indirect measure of the encoding demand for the current stimulus. Repetition suppression indicates that the stimulus is the same as a previous event, with minimal need for encoding. The absence of repetition suppression indicates that the stimulus is novel and requires new encoding.
Previous work using repetition suppression to index stimulus novelty has proved a fruitful window into MTL subregional function (Aggleton and Brown, 2005; Kumaran and Maguire, 2009; Turk-Browne et al., 2012) . For instance, perirhinal cortex (PRc) is sensitive to changes in the presentation of individual objects, whereas the hippocampus demonstrates sensitivity to changes in the configurations of objects, suggesting that these regions play dissociable roles in memory for items and memory for relations (K€ ohler et al., 2005) . Moreover, and of particular relevance to this study, repeating events with alterations to their temporal (Kumaran and Maguire, 2006) or configural (Chen et al., 2011; Duncan et al., 2011) structure results in increased engagement rather than repetition suppression in the hippocampus (Sullivan Giovanello et al., 2004; K€ ohler et al., 2005; Maguire, 2006, 2007; Howard et al., 2011) , and in some instances PRc (Chen et al., 2011; Davis et al., 2012a) . In these studies, the repeated event elements themselves would not require new encoding, but changes in associative structure would. Increased activation in the face of repeated event elements but novel event structure is therefore thought to reflect an associative novelty signal that triggers memory updating (Kumaran and Maguire, 2007; Hupbach et al., 2008; Duncan et al., 2009; Iordanova et al., 2011; Bridge and Voss, 2014) . In this study, we use repetition suppression to determine how MTL subregions respond not only to event alterations, but how they promote encoding of the relationships among events to support flexible behavior.
Within the hippocampus, CA 1 in particular is sensitive to configural changes across repetitions of events (Chen et al., 2011; Duncan et al., 2011) , consistent with its proposed comparator function that detects mismatches between current events and memory-based expectations (Lisman and Otmakhova, 2001 ). Theoretical models of novelty-triggered encoding (Lisman and Otmakhova, 2001; Lisman and Grace, 2005; Lisman et al., 2011) propose that CA 1 associative novelty signals project to midbrain-another region that preferentially responds to novel events (Bunzeck and Duzel, 2006 )-triggering dopaminergic innervation of the hippocampus. Dopaminergic release within the hippocampus increases plasticity within the circuit to facilitate new encoding (Otmakhova and Lisman, 1998; Li et al., 2003; Lemon and Manahan-Vaughan, 2006; Shohamy and Adcock, 2010; Lemon and Manahan-Vaughan, 2012) . Human neuroimaging work has further shown that MTL-midbrain activation and connectivity during novel events are associated with an encoding advantage (Schott, 2004; Wittmann et al., 2005; Adcock et al., 2006; Bunzeck and Duzel, 2006; Wittmann et al., 2007 Wittmann et al., , 2008 Kuhl et al., 2010; Zweynert et al., 2011; Chowdhury et al., 2012; Wolosin et al., 2012) .
Moreover, recent data (Larkin et al., 2014) suggest that increased hippocampal plasticity in response to associative novelty promotes memory integration (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Schlichting and Preston, 2015) , whereby existing memories are updated to incorporate new, related information. Midbrain interactions with MTL regions may critically modulate such novelty-driven memory integration (Shohamy and Adcock, 2010) . Consistent with this view, Shohamy and Wagner (2008) observed increases in hippocampal-midbrain interactions across repeated presentations of overlapping events that correlated with individuals' ability to form connections among related experiences. Interestingly, these effects were observed even though the same overlapping events were repeated many times. This finding thus suggests that events do not have to comprise unexpected configurations to elicit MTL-midbrain engagement; rather, repeated instances of event overlap may recruit the MTL-midbrain circuit to promote a memory updating process that binds related events together in memory. However, the lack of a nonoverlapping control condition in that work makes it difficult to fully ascribe increased MTL response during event overlap to a comparator signal per se.
A further goal of the present study is to test current theories of functional specialization within the MTL. Leading theories propose that the hippocampus supports associative and relational memory while the adjacent PRc supports familiarity and item memory (Aggleton and Brown, 2005; Davachi, 2006; Diana et al., 2007; Aggleton et al., 2012) . While the item vs. relational memory division of labor between PRc and the hippocampus has been supported by several studies Staresina and Davachi, 2008; Diana et al., 2010; Tompary et al., 2015) , recent high-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have challenged this view by detecting enhanced PRc response in the face of changed relationships among events (Chen et al., 2011; Davis et al., 2012a) . In addition to testing hypotheses regarding hippocampal-midbrain responses during event overlap, we also seek to determine whether PRc memory function extends beyond processing of individual items.
Here, we used high-resolution fMRI and a repetition suppression paradigm to test how the MTL and midbrain respond to event overlap and how this response relates to memory integration. Participants encoded nonoverlapping and overlapping object pairs across three repetitions during scanning. First, we measured how subregional responses to repetition of object pairs are modulated by event overlap. We tested whether such modulation is specific to CA 1 and midbrain, as predicted by theoretical models, or whether sensitivity to event overlap extends to PRc. We next tested whether MTL-midbrain connectivity is modulated by event overlap. Finally, we tested whether MTL-midbrain responses to event overlap promote participants' ability to infer new relationships across events.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Twenty-nine healthy, English-speaking individuals (18 females, ages 18 2 27 years, mean age 5 21) participated in the experiment after giving informed consent in accordance with a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Stanford University and The University of Texas at Austin. Participants received $20/h for their involvement. Data from seven participants were excluded from analysis due to excessive head motion (4 participants), anatomical anomalies (1 participant), equipment malfunction (1 participant), and failure to comply with task instructions (1 participant). Consequently, data from twenty-two participants (15 females, mean age 5 21) were included in the analyses.
Materials
Stimuli consisted of 240 color images of common objects arranged into 96 overlapping object pairs (48 AB, 48 BC) and 48 unique, nonoverlapping objects pairs (XY) (Fig. 1A) . Overlapping AB and BC pairs were composed such that two objects (A and C) shared a common association with a third, overlapping object (B), thus creating a "triad" of related objects (ABC). Nonoverlapping XY pairs were composed of two unique objects that shared no associations with other pairings.
Procedure
The task employed an associative inference paradigm (Preston et al., 2004; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010) , consisting of two phases: (1) an encoding phase during which participants intentionally learned associations between object pairs (AB, EVENT OVERLAP AND REPETITION SUPPRESSIONBC, XY; Fig. 1A ,B), and (2) a test phase during which participants were tested on trained associations (AB, BC, XY) as well as inferential relationships among overlapping pairs (AC) (Fig.  1C) . High-resolution fMRI data were collected during the encoding phase. Participants were instructed that they would see repeated overlapping object pairings and would be tested on directly learned associations (AB, BC, XY) as well as indirectly related inferential (AC) associations. Participants were given the opportunity to practice both the encoding and test phases of the experiment prior to scanning.
During each encoding run, participants learned eight associations of each type (AB, BC, XY), across three repetitions of each pair. Pairs from each condition were presented in a pseudo-random order: AB and BC trials from the same ABC triad were presented in an interleaved manner (AB1, BC1, AB2, BC2, AB3, BC3) (Fig. 1B) . Each encoding trial consisted of a 3.5 second stimulus presentation followed by a 0.5 second fixation period. The left-right position of the two objects was randomized across trials. Participants were instructed to use an elaborative encoding strategy in which they generated a story linking the two items in a pair. While each object pair was on the screen, participants were asked to rate the quality of their story using a 4-point scale (1 5 no story, 2 5 poor story, 3 5 good story, 4 5 best story). Ratings were collected primarily to encourage an elaborative encoding strategy and ensure participants were attending the stimuli during encoding.
Trial onsets were jittered with a variable number (0, 2, 4, 6, or 8) of odd/even digit baseline trials using a sequence optimization program (Dale, 1999) to allow for event-related analyses. Baseline trials consisted of a 2-second presentation of a Experimental design. A: Participants studied overlapping (AB, BC) and nonoverlapping (XY) object pairs while undergoing high-resolution functional MRI. B: Each object pair was presented three times. Trials were randomly intermixed with a restriction that overlapping pairs from the same ABC triad were presented in an interleaved manner (AB 1 , BC 1 , AB 2 , BC 2 , AB 3 , BC 3 ). C: Memory tests. After scanning, participants' memory for studied pairs (AB, BC, XY) as well as inferential (AC) relationships was tested using 2-alternative forced-choice. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] single digit between 1 and 8 during which participants indicated whether the digit was odd or even. Participants completed six encoding runs, for a total of 48 pairs per condition. To ensure that any observed differences between conditions were not due to idiosyncratic properties of specific stimulus pairings or presentation schedule, we generated six different stimulus presentation schedules, each with different unique object pairings, timing, and stimulus order. Each participant completed one of these schedules.
After the six encoding runs, participants were tested outside the scanner on directly learned associations (48 of each AB, BC, XY) and inferential (48 AC) associations using a 2-alternative forced-choice paradigm (Fig. 1C) . In the course of each self-paced test trial, a single cue object (e.g., an A object) was presented at the top of the screen and two object choices-the correct paired associate and a foil object that was studied with a different item than the cue-were presented at the bottom of the screen. The identity of the cue stimulus was randomized across trials; for instance, an AB pair was equally likely to be cued by the A stimulus or the B stimulus. Participants were required to make a decision indicating which of the two choice objects was associated with the cue. Because the foils were familiar items encountered in the context of an object distinct from the cue, correct responses required successful retrieval of associative information and could not rely on familiarity-based judgments regarding the two choices. To enable testing of all encoded associations, the same objects appeared twice during the test, once as the correct choice and once as a foil for another pair.
For inferential AC associations, participants were instructed that the association between the cue and the correct choice was indirectly mediated through the shared common object (i.e., B). Foils for these trials were other familiar objects studied during the encoding phase that did not share a common association with the cue. For instance, when an AC trial was cued with the A object, the incorrect choice was a C object from a different ABC triad. As for the directly learned associations, each object served as a response option twice during the inference test, once as the correct choice and once as a foil for another inference trial. Individual inferential AC trials were always presented before the corresponding AB and BC associations to prevent participants from learning AC relationships during the test phase.
fMRI Data Acquisition
Imaging data were collected on a 3.0 T GE Signa wholebody MRI system (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) with an 8-channel head coil. High-resolution, T2-weighted, flow-compensated spin-echo structural images (TR 5 3s, TE 5 68 ms, 0.43 x 0.43 inplane resolution) were acquired in advance of functional scanning using 20 3-mm thick slices perpendicular to the main axis of the hippocampus to enable visualization of hippocampal subfields and MTL cortical subregions. A high-resolution T2*-sensitive gradient echo spiral in/out pulse sequence (Glover and Law, 2001 ) was used to gather functional images with the same slice locations as the structural images (TR 5 4s, TE 5 34 ms, flip angle 5 808, FOV 5 22 cm, 1.7 x 1.7 x 3.0 mm resolution). This imaging prescription provided coverage of our regions of interest-the MTL and midbrain-at the expense of whole-brain coverage. Therefore, analyses focused solely on the MTL and midbrain. A high-order shimming procedure based on spiral acquisitions was employed to reduce B 0 heterogeneity prior to functional scanning.
A total of 648 volumes were acquired for each participant. To obtain a field map for the correction of magnetic field heterogeneity, the echo time of the first time frame of the functional timeseries was 2 ms longer than all subsequent frames. The map for each slice was calculated from the phase of the first two time frames and applied as a first order correction during reconstruction of the functional images, thereby minimizing blurring and geometric distortion on a per-slice bases. Correction for off-resonance due to breathing was applied on a per-time-frame basis as well via phase navigation (Pfeuffer et al., 2002) . This initial volume, together with following two volumes of each scan (a total of 12s), was then discarded to allow for T1 stabilization.
fMRI Data Processing
Data were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) and custom MATLAB (MathWorks, MA) routines. Differences in functional image slice acquisition times were corrected for by interpolating the voxel time series using sinc interpolation and resampling the time series with the center slice as a reference point. To account for motion, functional images were realigned to the first volume of the time series. The realigned data were filtered with a 128s high-pass filter, converted to percent signal, and concatenated across the five study runs. Structural images were coregistered to the mean functional image computed during realignment.
First-level, individual participant analyses were performed in the native space of each participant. To allow for optimal spatial localization of group activation patterns within our regions of interest, we used a landmark-based Advanced Normalization Techniques (ANTS: http://picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS) before proceeding with second-level group analyses. First, a model template (1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 mm resolution) was created from a composite of participants' structural data centered at the anterior commissure. We then manually segmented an MTL maskinclusive of the bilateral hippocampus and the bilateral entorhinal (ERc), perirhinal (PRc), and parahippocampal (PHc) cortices-on each participant's structural image. The MTL mask guided the generation of linear and nonlinear transformation matrices from the participant space to the template space. Transformed structural images were then visually inspected to verify that they provided good alignment of both the MTL and midbrain regions across participants. Finally, the transformation parameters were applied to first-level contrast and beta images for group analysis.
Group-level statistical maps were created using a voxel-wise threshold of P < 0.05. Small-volume correction was employed to establish a cluster-level corrected threshold of FDR P < 0.05 to correct for multiple comparisons within our two regions of interest: the MTL and dopaminergic midbrain inclusive of the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and substantia nigra (SN). For the purpose of thresholding, a group-level MTL mask was created by segmenting the template brain using the same procedures implemented for the segmentation of individual participants' structural images. Additionally, a group-level midbrain mask was created. Because there are not clear anatomical boundaries that demarcate the VTA/SN on MRI scans, we created a mask within the anterior midbrain, spanning the posterior end of the red nucleus and the anterior boundary of the midbrain, between the superior and inferior end of the red nucleus (Oades and Halliday, 1987; D'Ardenne et al., 2008; Wolosin et al., 2012) . Activation loci within this midbrain mask were then visually inspected to confirm localization. Small-volume correction was determined through Monte Carlo simulations run via the AlphaSim tool in AFNI. Simulations were performed for the MTL and midbrain bilaterally. Cluster sizes that occurred with a probability of less than 0.05 across 5,000 simulations were considered significant.
Because we were interested in fine-grain activation patterns within individual MTL subregions, we also manually segmented MTL subregions (ERc, PRc, PHc, and the hippocampus) on the template brain based on landmarks proposed for MRI image segmentation based on post-mortem histology (Frank o et al., 2012 ). When a group-level activation cluster spanned multiple MTL regions, we split that cluster into the individual subregions along the drawn boundaries, and interrogated condition-related responses within each subregion separately. Homologous regions from left and right hemispheres were tested for interregional interaction and collapsed into a single bilateral region when no significant condition x region interaction existed. Finally, to test the hypothesis that the CA 1 subfield may be preferentially responsive to event overlap, we further manually drew hippocampal subfield boundaries using established procedures (Pruessner et al., 2000; Zeineh et al., 2003; Preston et al., 2010; Wolosin et al., 2013; Schlichting et al., 2014) . This segmentation delineated three subregions within the body of the hippocampus in each hemisphere: CA 1 , a combined dentate gyrus/CA 2-3 region (DG/CA 2,3 ), and the subiculum. Additionally, we drew anterior and the posterior hippocampus masks spanning all subfields on the most anterior and posterior slices. Group-level hippocampal activation clusters isolated from our contrasts of interest (see fMRI data analysis below) were then masked with these hippocampal subregions to interrogate the nature of each subfield response.
fMRI Data Analysis
First-level, individual participant analyses proceeded under the assumptions of the general linear model (Worsley and Friston, 1995) . Nine regressors-the first, second, and third repetition of AB, BC, and XY stimulus pairs-along with their temporal derivatives were constructed as stick functions at stimulus onset convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response.
Analysis Logic
The current experimental manipulation allowed us to examine how repetition-related changes in activation are modulated by event overlap. Repeated presentations of nonoverlapping events would be expected to result in activation decreases throughout MTL (repetition suppression). However, we hypothesized that presentation of shared information across repetitions of overlapping pairs would trigger recruitment of MTL comparison processes that would eliminate repetition suppression or lead to repetition-related signal increases.
We specifically focused on repetition changes across overlapping AB and nonoverlapping XY trials. The first presentations of the overlapping (AB) and nonoverlapping (XY) pairs are indistinguishable from the participants' perspective-each pairing represents an association of two novel objects. Subsequent presentations of nonoverlapping XY trials are exact repetitions of the first presentation. As XY pairs are encoded, the decreasing novelty of the pairing would therefore be expected to result in repetition suppression within the MTL because the encoding demand would be lessened. In contrast, our main hypothesis was that subsequent presentations of AB pairs would not be treated as simply decreasingly novel events. Because of the interleaved presentation of overlapping information (BC), subsequent presentations of AB pairs would recruit additional processes in response to overlapping information. Namely, the shared content across the AB and BC pairs was hypothesized to trigger a comparator/mismatch response within the MTL and midbrain that would alter the repetition suppression signal to promote memory integration. Comparing repetition-related activation changes for XY pairs versus AB pairs can thus assess the effect of event overlap on repetition suppression signals in our targeted regions.
Predictions regarding repetition-related changes across BC pairs and their interpretation are less apparent. The first BC presentation, which consists of one novel (C) and one familiar object (B from the first AB presentation), would elicit different processes than the first presentation of AB and XY pairs, both of which consist of two novel objects. Thus, BC is not comparable to either AB or XY. Moreover, because BC pairs are overlapping events from their first instance, we would expect BC pairs to elicit response in regions that are sensitive to event overlap during all presentations, including the first. It is unclear, however, whether engagement of such regions should increase, decrease, or remain constant across BC repetitions. Therefore, we focus our analyses on repetition-related responses for the AB and XY conditions in the main body of the manuscript, with the term "overlapping" from here out referring to AB trials specifically. Exploratory analyses of repetition-related response during BC trials are reported in Supporting Information; these analyses show that MTL and midbrain response during BC are intermediate to those observed for AB and XY trials.
Measurement of Repetition-Related Signal Change
To assess how event-overlap modulates response to repetition, we took several approaches. First, we used a last versus first presentation contrast to construct a statistical parametric map of repetition-related activation changes (increases or decreases), separately for each condition. In parallel, we also performed an anatomical region of interest (ROI) voxel count analysis, counting the number of voxels that showed significant repetition suppression and repetition enhancement separately within each MTL subregion (without imposing a cluster extent threshold that may mask effects in smaller hippocampal subfields). We then used a X 2 test to determine whether the number of voxels showing repetition suppression vs. enhancement is modulated by condition.
Isolating the Impact of Event Overlap on Repetition-Related Response
To further quantify the effect of event overlap on repetition suppression, we constructed an interaction contrast testing for the hypothesized difference in repetition-related signal for overlapping and nonoverlapping pairs [(XY 1 -XY 3 ) 1 (AB 3 -AB 1 ) > 0]. Because multiple activation patterns may give rise to a significant interaction in this contrast (e.g., XY decreases and AB increases, XY decreases and no changes across AB, etc.), we also interrogated each resulting ROI in a follow-up analysis to determine the specific pattern. Beta-weights within each region were extracted for the first and last repetition of overlapping and nonoverlapping pairs. For each participant and condition separately, we subtracted activation during the last presentation from activation during first repetition. Across the group, one-sample t-tests were used to assess whether the activation changes in each condition were significant. We used a paired t-test to confirm that the pattern of activation change across repetitions was different between the overlapping and nonoverlapping conditions (which would be expected given that these regions were extracted using the interaction contrast). To address our prior hypothesis regarding the role of CA 1 in the response to overlap, clusters within the hippocampus that spanned multiple subfields were further masked by manually drawn hippocampal subfield boundaries and interrogated within each subfield.
Relationship between Repetition Enhancement and Inference
In regions demonstrating repetition enhancement instead of repetition suppression for overlapping pairs, we tested the hypothesis that response enhancement promotes integration across related events. To do so, we performed an across subject correlation assessing the relationship between activation increases across overlapping events and individual differences in AC inference success-our behavioral index of memory integration.
MTL-Midbrain Connectivity during Event Overlap
Finally, we examined how interactions between midbrain and MTL regions are modulated by event overlap using psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis. First, we reversenormalized midbrain regions modulated by event-overlap (isolated by the interactions contrast described above) into the native space of each participant using ANTS. After this reverse normalization step, localization of the midbrain was visually confirmed for each individual participant. We then used PPI with the midbrain region as a seed to assess changes in connectivity between midbrain and MTL regions across repetitions of overlapping and nonoverlapping events. The first level PPI model contained 19 regressors: the mean timecourse of the midbrain seed region, nine regressors for each task condition, and nine regressors for the PPI interaction with midbrain for each task condition. An interaction contrast was created to identify regions with differential midbrain coupling across repetitions of overlapping and nonoverlapping events [(XY 1 -XY 3 ) 1 (AB 3 -AB 1 ) > 0, involving PPI regressors rather than task condition regressors]. Normalization of the first level contrast and beta images, group level analysis, and interrogation of the resulting clusters for the specific pattern of interaction used the same procedures as described above.
RESULTS
Story Ratings during Encoding
Story ratings were primarily collected to encourage an elaborative encoding strategy; analysis of these ratings was thus exploratory. The majority of participants rarely used a rating of 4 (best story) during the first presentation or a rating of 1 and 2 (no story or poor story) during the last presentation, suggesting they were successfully elaborating on their story across repetitions. Mean ratings for each repetition and condition (overlapping, nonoverlapping) were entered into a repeated measures ANOVA that revealed that ratings linearly increased with repetition (mean rating for presentation one: 2.22; two: 2.64; three: 2.86; F(2,21) 5 61.7, P < 0.001). Story ratings did not significantly differ between the overlapping (mean 5 2.61) and nonoverlapping (mean 5 2.54) pairs on average (F(1,21) 5 3.26, P 5 0.085); however, there was an interaction between condition and repetition, with ratings for overlapping pairs increasing more with repetition than nonoverlapping pairs (last-first rating difference: overlapping mean 5 0.70, nonoverlapping mean-5 0.59; F(2,21) 5 4.50, P 5 0.017). The individual differences in rating increases across overlapping pairs tracked subsequent inference performance (r 5 0.37, P 5 0.043). While the ratings were initially collected to ensure attention during encoding, in light of these behavioral findings, we opted to perform exploratory analyses relating the repetition-related ratings changes to repetition-related neural changes. We did not find a relationship between ratings and neural response.
Memory Performance
All participants successfully learned the trained object pairs (mean 5 97% correct, SD 5 4%; t(21) 5 54.4, P < 0.001). Performance on the inferential associations was also significantly above chance (mean 5 89% correct, SD 5 13%; t(21) 5 14.3, P < 0.001). Average median reaction time for trained associations (mean 5 1636 ms, SD 5 391 ms) was significantly faster than for inferential associations (mean 5 2999 ms, SD 5 1325 ms; t(21) 5 5.05, P <.001). While memory for the trained associations was consistently high across participants (range 84-100%, only 3 participants below 95%), inferential performance varied widely (range 56-100%). This variability allowed us to investigate the relationship between individual differences in inference performance and individual differences in repetitionrelated brain activation.
Repetition-Related Activation Changes during Encoding of Nonoverlapping and Overlapping Events
FDR-corrected statistical parametric maps representing regions that showed significant changes in activation across repetitions of nonoverlapping events and overlapping events are presented in Figure 2 . For nonoverlapping events (Fig. 2a) , we observed activation decreases in the midbrain and throughout MTL subregions. There were no clusters showing activation increases across repetitions of nonoverlapping events. In contrast, for overlapping events (Fig. 2b) , activation decreases were less pronounced, in particular within the ERc, PRc, and hippocampus. We also observed clusters within the ERc, PRc, and midbrain that showed significant activation increases across repetition of overlapping events.
To complement the statistical parametric maps, we also performed a complementary anatomical ROI analysis, for which we counted voxels that showed significant repetitionrelated changes (increases or decreases) in each condition and region without imposing a cluster extent threshold. The results are presented in Table 1 . As in Figure 2 , we found that event overlap leads to reduced repetition suppression and the emergence of repetition enhancements in the ERc, PRc, and midbrain (all X 2 (1) > 133, P < 0.0001). A similar pattern was observed within the hippocampus (X 2 (1) 5 278.8, P < 0.0001). To address our hypothesis that CA 1 should be particularly sensitive to event overlap, we further performed a voxel count analysis in each hippocampal subfield. Increased activation across repetition of overlapping events was primarily driven by changes in CA 1 responses (pairwise pattern 3 region interaction with all other hippocampal subfields, all X 2 (2) > 41.1, P < 0.0001).
Regions for Which Repetition-Related Response Was Impacted by Event Overlap
To further isolate regions modulated by event overlap, we also used an interaction contrast [(XY 1 -XY 3 ) 1 (AB 3 -AB 1 ) > 0]. The interaction contrast yielded four clusters within MTL (Fig. 3A) : left hippocampus (spanning all subfields), left ERc, bilateral PRc, and bilateral PHc. All of these clusters showed the repetition x condition interaction (all F(2,20) > 9.46, P < 0.006) as would be expected. However, the pattern of responses giving rise to the interaction (e.g., repetition-related changes in one condition but not the other) may differ among regions. To specify the pattern of the interaction, we extracted repetition-related responses for the two conditions and for each cluster (Fig. 3B) .
In the bilateral PRc and left ERc clusters, significant repetition suppression for nonoverlapping events was accompanied by repetition enhancements for overlapping events (all t(21) > 2.87, P < 0.01). This pattern indicates that the same voxels within the PRc and ERc exhibited repetition suppression or enhancement, depending on whether repeated events shared content with other experiences. In contrast, the bilateral PHc showed significant repetition suppression for both overlapping and nonoverlapping events (both t(21) > 4.9, P < 0.001). However, the degree of repetition suppression was significantly greater for nonoverlapping relative to overlapping events (t(21) 5 4.48, P < 0.001). Therefore, while the PHc predominantly showed repetition suppression, it was also sensitive to event overlap. An additional interaction region was found in the midbrain (Fig. 3D) . This region showed similar pattern to the left ERc and bilateral PRc clusters, with significant decreases across repetitions of nonoverlapping events (t(21) 5 2.14, P 5 0.044) alongside significant increases across overlapping events (t(21) 5 3.43, P 5 0.003; Fig. 3E ).
Within the hippocampus, a cluster in the left hemisphere showed significant repetition suppression for nonoverlapping events (t(21) 5 2.91, P 5 0.008) and nonsignificant repetition enhancement for overlapping pairs (t(21) 5 1.17, P 5 0.25). To investigate whether patterns of responses differed among hippocampal subregions comprising the hippocampal cluster (CA 1 , DG/CA 2,3 , subiculum, anterior hippocampus), we further segmented the cluster using manually drawn subregional boundaries. We then submitted the activation changes (last-first presentation) in both conditions and each subregion into a 2 x 4 repeated measures ANOVA. As would be expected, we found a significant main effect of condition on repetition related response across regions (F(1,21) 5 8.99, P 5 0.007). We also observed a main effect of subregion (F(3,63) 5 4.86, P 5 0.004). While all subregions showed significant condition x repetition interaction (all F(2,20) > 4.68, P < 0.015), CA 1 responses were shifted compared to each of other subregion, as evidenced by a significant main effect of subregion for all pairwise subregion x condition ANOVAs that included CA 1 as one subregion and another subfield (DG/CA 2,3 , subiculum, anterior hippocampus) as a second subregion (all F(1,21) > 6.10, P < 0.022). Specifically, CA 1 showed significant repetition enhancement for overlapping events and did not show repetition suppression for nonoverlapping events. All other regions showed a different pattern, with significant repetition suppression for nonoverlapping events and no change in response across repetitions of overlapping events (see Fig. 3C for CA 1 and DG/CA 2,3 comparison).
Relationship between Repetition-Related Activation and Memory Integration
Next, we tested the hypothesis that repetition enhancements unique to overlapping events may promote memory updating processes that integrate information across overlapping events. We performed an across subject correlation assessing the relationship between individual differences in AC inference success-our behavioral index of memory integration-and activation changes across overlapping events in the three regions that showed significant repetition enhancement (bilateral PRc, left ERc, midbrain). Activation increases in the bilateral PRc were positively correlated with AC performance (Fig. 4) ; participants who demonstrated greater repetition enhancement for overlapping events showed superior inference performance (r 5 0.52, P 5 0.01, P < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons). The relationship was not driven by any one participant and remains significant if any one participant is left out (lowest r 5 0.42, P 5 0.03). Midbrain and left ERc clusters showed a trend in a similar direction but did not reach significance (left ERc r 5 0.31, uncorrected P > 0.15; midbrain r 5 0.27, uncorrected P > 0.22). Finally, because of our a priori focus on CA 1 , we also tested the CA 1 portion of the left hippocampal cluster and found no relationship between activation increases across overlapping events and inference performance (r 5 0.05, P > 0.88).
Functional Interactions between MTL and Midbrain during Encoding of Overlapping Events
To directly test the notion that MTL-midbrain interactions are preferentially driven by event overlap, we performed a PPI The interaction between repetition and event overlap. A: MTL regions showing a significant interaction between repetition-related activation changes and condition. B: Follow-up ROI analyses illustrating repetition-related activation changes within MTL subregions separately for nonoverlapping (gray bars) and overlapping (white bars) events. Bar heights represent group means; error bars represent standard error. Positive values reflect repetition enhancement (last > first), while negative values represent repetition suppression (first > last). Asterisks above or below bars indicate significant repetition-related activation changes for each condition at P < 0.05. Bars with tensor symbols designate a significant interaction between repetition-related activation changes and condition at P < 0.05 (as would be expected based on the contrast). A, Anterior; P, Posterior. C. CA 1 and DG/CA 2,3 responses to repetition of overlapping and nonoverlapping events. Tensor symbol indicates main effect of region. D: Midbrain region showing a significant repetition x condition interaction. E: Followup ROI analyses illustrating repetition-related activation changes within midbrain separately for nonoverlapping and overlapping events.
connectivity analysis. Specifically, we sought to identify MTL regions whose connectivity with midbrain showed differential changes across encoding of nonoverlapping relative to overlapping pairs. We found a single region spanning the left PRc and ERc, whose activation was functionally coupled with that of the midbrain region identified in the interaction contrast (Fig. 5A) . Follow-up analysis revealed that connectivity between the PRc/ ERc cluster and midbrain significantly increased across repetitions of overlapping associations (t(21) 5 3.80, P 5 0.001), whereas it significantly decreased across repetitions of nonoverlapping associations (t(21) 5 4.51, P < 0.001; Fig. 5B ).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we show that the engagement of MTL encoding processes depends on how events relate to existing memories. When events were repeated across learning, we found widespread repetition suppression across MTL subregions, consistent with reduced encoding demands for familiar events. However, for events overlapping with other experiences, we showed increased response in the PRc, ERc, and CA 1 , reflecting the need to accommodate new information. These distinct patterns of repetition-related response may reflect two broad MTL memory functions (Olsen et al., 2012) : (1) associative binding and (2) memory-based comparison. In particular, increased MTL responses in the face of partial event overlap may reflect a comparator response that signals a mismatch between the current experience and memory-based expectation Maguire, 2006, 2007; Chen et al., 2011; Duncan et al., 2011) . Recent theories propose that mismatch-or associative novelty-signals trigger a specialized memory integration process, whereby existing memories are updated to incorporate new, related information (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013) . Consistent with this hypothesis, we found that PRc repetition enhancement tracked participants' ability to infer relationships among overlapping events-our behavioral index of integration. Furthermore, we showed that midbrain responses and connectivity with the PRc was enhanced across repetitions of overlapping events relative Psychophysiological interaction analysis showing connectivity changes between MTL and midbrain as a function of repetition and condition. A: A region spanning left PRc and ERc, showed significantly greater connectivity change for overlapping than nonoverlapping pairs (as indexed by differences between first and last repetitions) with a seed midbrain region. Color bar indicates voxelwise t-value. B: Follow-up ROI analyses revealed decreasing connectivity between midbrain and ERc/PRc across repetitions of nonoverlapping pairs (green bar), in contrast to increasing connectivity across repetition of overlapping pairs (blue bar). Bar heights represent group means; error bars represent standard error. Asterisks indicate significant repetition-related changes in connectivity at P < 0.05; bar with a tensor symbol designates a significant interaction between repetition-related connectivity changes and condition at P < 0.05. to nonoverlapping events. Collectively, these findings indicate that event overlap recruits an MTL-midbrain functional loop typically associated with novelty detection (Lisman and Grace, 2005; Wittmann et al., 2007; Lisman et al., 2011; Kafkas and Montaldi, 2015) to promote new encoding.
The MTL regions demonstrating distinct repetition-related responses were often in close proximity, highlighting the utility of high-resolution fMRI in dissociating distinct MTL subregional computations. Moreover, our ability to isolate responses related to associative binding and memory-based comparison may resolve conflicting findings, which have shown both hippocampal activation increases (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008) and decreases related to memory integration. We propose that different patterns of hippocampal engagement in those studies reflect the different fundamental processes ascribed to the hippocampus, with activation decreases reflecting associative binding and activation increases reflecting comparison between present events and related experience. Both processes may be essential to memory integration; once a mismatch is detected, binding processes would serve to link new content to existing representations (Schlichting & Preston, 2015) . Notably, these prior studies on memory integration used standard-resolution fMRI techniques combined with analysis strategies that may have prevented detection of multiple, simultaneously engaged processes. For instance, in one study , activation changes were measured across the entire anatomically defined hippocampus, which would conceal heterogeneous response patterns within the region. In another study (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008) , the analysis was limited to a single directional hypothesis focused on a comparison signal, wherein the authors searched for regions with activation increases from early to late learning. Here, our experimental manipulation combined with highresolution fMRI allowed us to dissociate binding and comparison signals during overlapping event encoding to reveal how they engage different MTL subregions.
CA 1 in particular has been associated with the hypothesized comparator function of the MTL (Vinogradova, 2001; Vago and Kesner, 2008; Chen et al., 2011; Duncan et al., 2011) ; this region receives converging input from the ERc and CA 3 , allowing information about current sensory experience from the ERc to be processed in reference to memory-based expectations derived from CA 3 pattern completion (Lisman and Grace, 2005) . When current information differs from stored memory, recent rodent data indicate that CA 1 comparator signals trigger memory updating (Lisman and Grace, 2005; Larkin et al., 2014) . Human neuroimaging has further shown that CA 1 activation during encoding of overlapping events uniquely predicts inference about the relationship among experiences (Schlichting et al., 2014) . The present findings extend this work by demonstrating that increased CA 1 response during overlapping events reflects a comparator signal specific to overlapping event encoding. Notably, prior studies linking human CA 1 responses to a memory-based comparator explicitly required participants to detect physical changes (i.e., mismatches) between study and test probes (Chen et al., 2011; Duncan et al., 2011) . For instance, in one such study, CA 1 activation linearly tracked the number of altered object configurations within a studied environment (Duncan et al., 2011) . Here, we show a CA 1 comparator response during repeated presentations of the same physical event, without explicit instruction to detect changes across trials. Our data thus suggest that the CA 1 comparator process can be engaged automatically by event overlap.
Interestingly, the present data also show a strong response to event overlap in PRc, a finding that would not be predicted by several current models of MTL function (Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Vinogradova, 2001; Lisman and Grace, 2005) . However, our findings converge with other recent fMRI studies, which show associative memory signals in the PRc when using object or face stimuli (Chen et al., 2011; Duncan et al., 2011; Davis et al., 2012a) . Notably, prior studies that observed hippocampal but not PRc encoding activation during memory integration tasks used pairs of stimuli that included scenes: either objects and scenes or faces and scenes (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008) . One high-resolution fMRI study that directly compared associative mismatch responses for different types of stimuli observed increased CA 1 activation when mismatches were scenes, in contrast to increased PRc activation when mismatches were faces (Chen et al., 2011) .
Here, the PRc may play an important role in memory-based comparison because all stimuli were common objects (Graham et al., 2010; Watson et al., 2012) . In particular, the correlation between the PRc response to event overlap and subsequent inference suggests that the PRc can form flexible representations that anticipate the relationships among objects experienced at different times. These findings extend prior work highlighting the role of the PRc in representing complex relationships within (Barense et al., 2012; Erez et al., 2016) and among (Alvarado and Bachevalier, 2005; Saksida et al., 2007) objects. In particular, human neuroimaging work has implicated PRc function in the formation of conceptual knowledge about object stimuli (O'Kane et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2012b,) . The PRc-mediated integration processes observed in the present study may represent one mechanism through which semantic networks of related concepts are formed.
Midbrain activation and ERc/PRc-midbrain connectivity were also enhanced during presentation of overlapping events. Together with prior work (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008) , this finding highlights the role of MTL-midbrain interactions in the formation of flexible memory traces that link experiences. Stereotypically, MTL-midbrain interactions during memory encoding have been studied with paradigms using explicit rewards (Wittmann et al., 2005; Adcock et al., 2006; Wolosin et al., 2012) or feedback-based learning (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008) . In particular, midbrain comparator responses have been linked to a "reward prediction error" that signals differences between expected and actual rewards during reinforcement learning (Schultz et al., 1997) . Here, we demonstrate overlapdriven midbrain responses in the absence of either reward or explicit feedback, thus providing additional evidence for the general role of this region in novelty detection (Bunzeck and Duzel, 2006) and episodic prediction (Shohamy and Adcock, 2010) . While current models of MTL-midbrain interactions emphasize midbrain connections with hippocampus (Lisman and Grace, 2005) , dopaminergic modulation of PRc memory function has been observed in nonhuman primates (Liu et al., 2004) , consistent with the pattern of PRc-midbrain connectivity observed in the present study.
The present findings provide further evidence that MTL novelty responses afford a window to MTL subregional functions in memory. By dissociating novelty responses for two different kinds of events, we show that multiple MTL computations operate simultaneously to enable the formation of flexible memory representations. Our data also evince the proposition that memory-based comparison, here supported by CA 1 and PRc, plays a key role in memory integration by triggering new encoding and memory updating (Schlichting and Preston, 2015) . Moreover, the observed interactions between midbrain and PRc driven by event overlap further extend and refine an influential model of MTL-midbrain interactions during novelty-driven encoding (Lisman and Grace, 2005) .
